Although deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved great success in the computer vision community, its real-world application is still impeded by its voracious demand of computational resources. Current works mostly seek to compress the network by reducing its parameters or parameter-incurred computation, neglecting the influence of the input image on the system complexity. Based on the fact that input images of a CNN contain much redundant spatial content, we propose in this paper an efficient and unified framework, dubbed as ThumbNet, to simultaneously accelerate and compress CNN models by enabling them to infer on one thumbnail image. We provide three effective strategies to train ThumbNet. In doing so, ThumbNet learns an inference network that performs equally well on small images as the original-input network on large images. With ThumbNet, not only do we obtain the thumbnail-input inference network that can drastically reduce computation and memory requirements, but also we obtain an image downscaler that can generate thumbnail images for generic classification tasks. Extensive experiments show the effectiveness of ThumbNet, and demonstrate that the thumbnailinput inference network learned by ThumbNet can adequately retain the accuracy of the original-input network even when the input images are downscaled 16 times.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed not only the growing performance of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), but also their expanding computation and memory costs [3] . Though the intensive computation and gigantic resource requirements are somewhat tolerable in the training phase thanks to the powerful hardware accelerators (e.g. GPUs), when deployed in real-world systems, a deep model can easily exceed the computing limit of hardware devices. Mobile phones and tablets, which have constrained power supply and computational capability, are almost intractable to run deep networks in real-time. A cloud service system, which needs to respond to thousands of users, has an even CNN by inferring on thumbnail images. Compared to the originalinput network shown on the top-left, the thumbnail-input CNN shown on the bottom-left has the same architecture but smaller feature maps in all convolutional layers, hereby tremendously reducing computation and memory consumption, as shown on the right (circle sizes indicate memory consumption). The proposed ThumbNet can well retain the accuracy of the original-input networks, significantly outperforming the bicubic-input networks that input small images downscaled via bicubic interpolation. more stringent requirement of computing latency and memory. Therefore, it is of practical significance to accelerate and compress CNNs for test-time deployment.
Before delving into the question of how to speed up deep networks, let us first analyze what dominates the computational complexity of a CNN. We calculate the total time complexity of convolutional layers as follows [12] :
where l is the index of a layer and d is the total number of layers; n l−1 is the number of input channels and n l is the number of filters in the l-th layer; s 2 l is the spatial size of the filters and m 2 l is the spatial size of the output feature map. Decreasing any factor in Eq. (1) can lead to reduction of total computation. One way is to sparsify network parameters by filter pruning [20, 11] , which by defining some mechanism to prioritize the parameters, sets unimportant ones to zero. However, some researchers claim that these methods usually require sparse BLAS libraries or even spe-cialized hardware. Hereby, they propose to prune filters as a whole [22, 25] . Another method is to decrease the number of filters by low rank factorization [8, 17, 19, 36] . If a more dramatic change in network structure is permissible, knowledge distillation [14, 31] can do the trick. It generates a new network, which can be narrower (with fewer filters) or shallower (with fewer layers), by transferring hidden information from the original network. Moreover, there are other approaches to lower the convolution overload by means of fast convolution techniques (e.g. FFT [27] and the Winograd algorithm [18] ), and quantization [11, 34] and binarization [6, 30] .
All the above methods attempt to accelerate or compress neural networks from the viewpoint of network parameters, thereby neglecting the significant role that the spatial size of feature maps are playing in the overall complexity. According to Eq. (1), the required computation is diminished as the spatial size of feature maps decreases. Moreover, the memory required to accommodate those feature maps at run-time will also be reduced. Given a CNN architecture, we can simply decrease the spatial size of all feature maps by reducing the spatial size of the input image.
In this paper, we propose to use a thumbnail image, i.e. an image of lower spatial resolution than its originalsized counterpart, as test-time network input to accelerate and compress CNNs of any architecture and of any depth and width. This thumbnail-input network can dramatically reduce computation as well as memory requirements, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Contributions. (1)
We propose a unified framework called ThumbNet to train a thumbnail-input network that can tremendously reduce computation and memory consumption while maintaining the accuracy of the original-input network. (2) We present a supervised image downscaler that generates a thumbnail image with good discriminative properties and a natural chromatic look. This downscaler is reliably trained by exploiting supervised image downscaling, distillation-boosted supervision, and feature-mapping regularization. The ThumbNet generated images can replace their original-sized counterparts and be stored for other classification-related tasks, reducing resource requirements in the long run.
Related Work
In this section, we give an overview of the most related work to our proposed ThumbNet method in the literature.
Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge Distillation (KD) [14] was introduced as a model compression framework, which aims to reduce the computational complexity of a deep neural network by transferring knowledge from its original architecture (teacher) to a smaller one (student). The student is penalized according to the discrepancy between the softened versions of the teacher's and student's output logits 1 . It claims that this teacher-student paradigm easily transfers the generalization capability of the teacher network to the student network in that the student not only learns the characteristics of the correct labels but can also benefit from the invisible finer structure in the wrong labels. There are some extensions to this work, e.g. using intermediate representations as hints to train a thin-and-deep student network [31] , applying it in object detection models [4] , and using it to enhance networks resilience to adversarial samples [29] . These works mostly focus on learning a new network architecture. In our paper, we utilize the idea of KD to train the same network architecture with thumbnail images as input.
Auto-Encoder
An auto-encoder [15] is an unsupervised neural network, which learns a data representation of reduced dimensions by minimizing the difference between input and output. It consists of two parts, an encoder which maps the input to a latent feature, and a decoder which reconstructs the input from the latent feature. Early auto-encoders are mostly composed of fully-connected layers [15, 2] . These days, with the popularity of CNNs, some researchers propose to incorporate convolution to an auto-encoder and design a convolutional auto-encoder [33, 26] , which utilizes convolution / pooling to downscale the size of images in the encoder and utilizes deconvolution [35] / unpooling in the decoder to restore the original image size. Though the downscaled images from the encoder are effective for reconstructing the original images, they do not perform well for classification due to lack of supervision. In our work, instead of using convolutional auto-encoder as a downscaler, we incorporate it into ThumbNet as unsupervised pre-training to regularize the classification task.
Small-Input network
We find one recent work [5] (denoted here as LWAE), which also attempts to accelerate a neural network by using small images as input. It decomposes the original input image into two low-resolution sub-images, one with low frequency which is fed into a standard classification network, and one with high frequency which is fused with features from the low-frequency channel by a lightweight network to obtain the classification results. Compared to LWAE, our ThumbNet is able to achieve higher network accuracy with one single thumbnail-image, resulting in fewer requirements for computation, memory and storage. [28] , pooling, batch normalization [16] , etc. The numbers below each feature map are their spatial resolution. Dots represent the four losses, which are moment-matching (MM) loss in brown, feature-mapping (FM) loss in yellow, knowledge-distillation (KD) loss in cyan and classification (CL) loss in purple.
ThumbNet Model and Learning

Network Architecture
We illustrate the architecture of ThumbNet in Fig. 2 . The well-trained network T takes an input image of a large size, e.g. 224 × 224, passes it through stacked convolutional layers and fully-connected layers, and produces K logits, where K is the number of classes. Its well-trained parameters W T , are not changed during the whole training process of ThumbNet and only provide guidance for the inference network. The inference network S, which takes as input an image of a smaller size, e.g., 112 × 112. Each layer of S (except for the first fully-connected layer if its size is influenced by the input size as in VGG), has exactly the same shape and size as its corresponding layer in T. Each feature map of S has the same number of channels as its corresponding feature map of T but is smaller in the spatial size. The parameters in S, denoted as W S , are the main learning objectives of ThumbNet. The downscaler E generates a thumbnail image from the original input image, whose parameters are denoted as W E .
Details of Network Design
Supervised Image Downscaling
Traditional image downscaling methods (e.g. bilinear and bicubic [21] ) do not consider the discriminative capability of the downscaled images, which as a consequence lose critical information for classification. We instead exploit CNN to adaptively extract discriminative information from the original images to tailor to the classification goal.
For computational efficiency and simplicity, our supervised image downscaler E merely comprises two convolutional layers, each with a 5 × 5 convolutional operation followed by batch normalization and ReLU. In the first layer, there are more output channels than input channels to empower the network to learn more intermediate features, and in the second layer there are exactly 3 output channels to restore the image. The stride size of each layer depends on the required downscaling ratio. Compared to bicubic, this learnable downscaler not only adaptively trains the filters, but also incorporates non-linear operations and highdimensional feature projection. By denoting E as all the nested operations in our downscaler, we obtain a small image y from the original image x via the following:
A significant consideration in designing this downscaler is that the generated small image should remain visually pleasant and recognizable, e.g. the information in the color channels should not be destroyed or misaligned. If we think of natural images as pixels in each color channel conforming to some distribution, then the generated small image should conform to the same distribution with similar moments. Hereby, we devise a moment-matching (MM) loss calculated as follows:
whole architecture of ThumbNet and trained together with other components and other losses. This includes the classification loss, which provides supervision to the image downscaling process guiding it to generate a small image that is discriminative for accurate classification. Hence, we attribute E a supervised image downscaler. Once trained, this downscaler can be used not only for generating small images as input of the inference network, but also for other classification-related tasks.
Distillation-Boosted Supervision
A straightforward way to train the network is to minimize the classification (CL) loss defined as follows:
where y is calculated as in Eq. (2), b indicates the groundtruth labels, S (·) denotes all the nested functions in the inference network S, and H refers to cross entropy. This loss seeks to match the predicted label with the ground-truth label and is a typical cost function for supervised learning. The problem is that the information embedded in the welltrained model is not exploited. To address this shortcoming, we propose to distill the learned knowledge in the original network and transfer it to the inference network. Therefore, apart from the CL loss, we also enforce the computed probabilities of each class in the inference network to match those in the well-trained network. Let S 0 (·) and T 0 (·) denote the deep nested functions before softmax in the inference network and the well-trained network, respectively. Then, their logits are calculated as:
Following [14] , we define the knowledge-distillation (KD) loss as the cross entropy between the two softened probabilities:
where τ is the temperature to soften the class probabilities and is usually greater than 1. With the aid of this KD loss, the supervised training process of ThumbNet can benefit from the well-trained model to learn finer discriminative structures, so we call it distillation-boosted supervision.
Feature-Mapping Regularization
It is widely observed that unsupervised pre-training, e.g. using an auto-encoder, can help with supervised learning tasks as a form of regularization [9] . Inspired by this, we design the feature-mapping (FM) regularization to pre-train ThumbNet.
In Fig. 2 , with the FM loss (the yellow dot) as a dividing line, ThumbNet is partitioned into two segments. In order to give a clearer sense of the rationale, we re-illustrate the left segment of ThumbNet along with the FM loss from a different point of view in Fig. 3 (note that the MM loss is left out and the deconvolution in the FM loss is unrolled for the sake of clarity). We can see that it is analogous to an auto-encoder, which is trained by minimizing the difference between the pre-processed input and the output. the left segment of ThumbNet along with the FM loss, which is essentially an auto-encoder. The layers in the red dashed box constitute the encoder, the layers in the yellow dashed box constitute the decoder, and the feature map in the middle is learned latent representation. The shaded area can be viewed as a pre-processing for the input. The yellow solid arrow represents deconvolutional layers and the yellow block is the upscaled feature map.
In the decoder, each deconvolutional layer has a stride size 2 and the number of layers is determined by the downscaling ratio. The decoder does not change the number of channels but upscales the feature map in S to match the spatial size of the corresponding feature map in T. We compute their mean square error as the FM loss:
where N is the product of all dimensions of the intermediate feature map in T. T l represents the nested functions in the left segment of the original network, S l represents the nested functions in the left segment of the inference network, D represents operations in the deconvolutional layers, and W S l and W D refer to the parameters in the left segment of S and in the deconvolutional layers, respectively.
Training Details
In order to take advantage of the feature-mapping regularization to pre-train ThumbNet, we use a two-phase training strategy, which is summarized in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, the R terms refer to l 2 regularization for the corresponding parameters, and θ, α, β are the tradeoff weights. The first phase is shown in Line 2, in which we perform an unsupervised training by minimizing the MM
Algorithm 1 Two-Phase Training of ThumbNet
The well trained parameters WT of the original network are provided as input to the algorithm. All the trainable parameters are initialized as random values which are denoted by
The output values of the first phase are denoted using the superscript 1, which are then input into the second phase as initialization. , which provide initialization for the second phase. The second phase is shown in Line 3, which performs the distillation-boosted supervised learning by minimizing the KD loss and CL loss. In this phase, we train the whole ThumbNet end-to-end to learn the optimal values for the parameters W E and W S . Note that for the parameters W E and W S l , which are already trained in the first phase, we only finetune them with a small learning rate in the second phase. In contrast, we use a relatively large learning rate for the untrained parameters W Sr in the right segment.
We set the hyper-parameters in ThumbNet as follows. We use a starting learning rate 0.1, and divide it by 10 when the loss plateaus. We use a momentum 0.9 for the optimizer and the weight decay θ is 0.0001. The parameters α and β in Algorithm 1 are 1.0 and 0.5, respectively; τ in Eq. (6) is 2; λ in Eq. (3) is 0.1. In the 2 nd phase, the learning rate of the pre-trained parameters W E and W S l is set to 0.01 times that of the other parameters, meaning their learning rate starts from 0.001 and is decreased in the same fashion. 
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Methods Techniques SD KD FM (a) Original / Direct − − − (b) Bicubic downscaler × × × (c) Supervised downscaler × × (d) Bicubic + distillation × × (e) Supervised + distillation × (f) ThumbNet
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of network S trained via ThumbNet with respect to classification accuracy and resource requirements. We also provide experiments to verify that the learned downscaler has generic applicability to other classification-related tasks as well.
Effective and Efficient Inference 4.1.1 Baseline and Comparative Methods
In order to demonstrate the performance of our ThumbNet, we implement six different comparative methods for training a backbone network (e.g. Resnet-50), which are introduced in the following. (a) Original / Direct. 'Original' refers to the network model trained on the original-sized images. The testing performance of the model on an original-sized image is the upperbound baseline of all the comparative methods. For networks like Resnet, which use global average pooling instead of fully-connected layers at the end, the 'Original' model can be directly used to test on a small image without altering the network structure. We refer to the case of directly using the 'Original' model for inference on small images without retraining as 'Direct', which is the lowerbound baseline of all the methods. (e) Supervised + distillation. This trains the networks on supervised-downscaled small images with the aid of distillation from the 'Original' models. The supervised downscaler and the network are trained end-to-end based on the MM loss, the KD loss and the CL loss. (f) ThumbNet. This is our proposed ThumbNet, which is trained on supervised-downscaled small images with the aid of distillation from the 'Original' models as well as feature mapping regularization. It is trained based on the four losses as described in Section 3.3.
In Table 1 , we list the configuration of each method with respect to the three techniques used in ThumbNet: supervised image downscaling (SD), knowledge-distillation boosted supervision (KD) and feature mapping regularization (FM). The hyper-parameters in all the methods are the same, as specified in Section 3.3.
Object Recognition on ImageNet Dataset
We evaluate the performance of our proposed ThumbNet on the task of object recognition with the benchmark dataset ILSVRC 2012 [7] , which consists of over one million training images drawn from 1000 categories. Besides using the full dataset (referred to as ImagenetFull), we also form a smaller new dataset by randomly selecting 100 categories from ILSVRC 2012 and refer to it as Imagenet100 (the categories in Imagenet100 are given in the supplementary material). With Imagenet100, we can efficiently compare all the methods on a variety of backbone networks. In addition, by partitioning ILSVRC 2012 into two parts (the other part with 900 categories is referred to as Imagenet900), we can also evaluate the downsampler on unseen data categories (see Section 4.3 for details). For backbone networks, we consider various architectures (ResNet [13] and VGG [32] ) and various depths (from 11 layers to 50 layers).
In Table 2 , we demonstrate the performance of all the methods with four different backbone networks in terms of top-1 and top-5 error rates on the validation data. The input image size of 'Original' is 224 × 224 and the input image size of the other methods is 112 × 112, meaning that in this experiment, the image downscaling ratio is 4 : 1. Thus, compared to 'Original', our ThumbNet only uses 1/4 FLOPS and GPU memory, which will be detailed in Section 4.1.4, and it also preserves the accuracy of the original models. 'Direct' is a baseline of inference on small images, compared to which our ThumbNet improves by large margins for all the networks. Moreover, by comparing different pairs of methods, we can obviously observe the contribution of each technique. 
Scene Recognition on Places Dataset
We also apply our proposed ThumbNet to the task of scene recognition using the benchmark dataset Places365-Standard [37] . This dataset consists of 1.8 million training images from 365 scene categories. We randomly select 36 categories from Places365-Standard as our new dataset Places36 (the chosen categories are given in the supplementary material).
In Table 3 , we report the error rates on the Places36 validation dataset using two backbone networks Resnet-18 and VGG-11. The input image size of 'Original' is 224 × 224 and the input image size of the other methods is 56 × 56, meaning that in this experiment, the image downscaling ratio is 16 : 1. Thus, compared to 'Original', our ThumbNet only uses 1/16 FLOPS and GPU memory, which will be detailed in Section 4.1.4. In terms of recognition accuracy, ThumbNet nearly preserves the accuracy of the original models, where the Top-5 accuracy drops only 0.41% for Resnet-18 and only 0.11% for VGG-11. Compared to 'Direct', our ThumbNet improves by 44.16% for Top-1 accuracy and 30.28% for Top-5 accuracy.
Resource Consumption
To evaluate the test-time resource consumption of the networks, we measure their FLOPS computation and the memory consumption for their feature maps. Fig. 4 plots the number of FLOPS required by each method to classify one image for object recognition on Imagenet100 and scene recognition on Places36 with the two backbone networks Resnet-18 and VGG-11. For the task of object recognition, in which the images are downscaled 4 times, the small-input networks use only 1/4 FLOPS compared to the original model. For the task of scene recognition, in which the images are downscaled 16 times, the small-input networks use only 1/16 FLOPS compared to the original model. Similar to the computation reduction, after downscaling the images by 4, the memory occupation is about 1/4 of the original model and after downscaling by 16, the memory occupation is about 1/16 of the original model. 
Comparison to State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare our ThumbNet to LWAE [5] with respect to classification accuracy and resource consumption. Considering that the trained models of LWAE provided by the authors use different backbone networks on different datasets from ours, we re-implement LWAE in Tensorflow [1] (the same as our ThumbNet) with the same backbone networks on the same datasets as ours for fair comparison. We follow the instructions in the paper for setting the hyper-parameters and training LWAE. To evaluate both methods, we test their inference accuracy in terms of top-1 and top-5 error rates, and their inference efficiency in terms of number of FLOPS, number of network parameters, memory consumption of feature maps, and storage requirements for input images. Table 4 lists the results of testing a batch of 224 × 224 color images using the two methods as well as the benchmark networks for the four tasks: object recognition on Imagenet100 with VGG-11 and Resnet-18, scene recognition on Places36 with VGG-11 and Resnet-18. For the object recognition tasks, the images are downscaled by 4 in LWAE and ThumbNet; and for the scene recognition tasks, the images are downscaled by 16 in LWAE and ThumbNet. The batch size in these experiments is set to 32.
Seen from Table 4 , ThumbNet has an obvious advantage over LWAE in terms of efficiency owing to its one single input image and one single network for inference. ThumbNet only computes one network, whereas LWAE has to compute an extra branch for fusing the high-frequency image. Therefore, when downscaling an image by the same ratio, ThumbNet uses fewer FLOPS, has fewer network parameters, requires less memory for the intermediate feature maps, and stores only one small image (as compared to two images for LWAE). Regarding classification accuracy, ThumbNet has lower top-1 and top-5 errors in the first two tasks. For the 3 rd task, ThumbNet has a much lower top-5 error and roughly the same top-1 error as LWAE. For the 4 th task, LWAE is slightly better than ThumbNet at the cost of higher computational complexity and memory usage.
Evaluation of the Supervised Downscaler 4.3.1 Visual Comparison of Downscaled Images
In Fig. 5 , we show an example of the generated thumbnail images by our downscalers as compared to other different methods for the task of object recognition on Imagenet100 with Resnet-18. We can see that the images of 'Supervised downscaler', 'Supervised + distillation', ThumbNet, and 'W/o MM' (ThumbNet without the MM loss) have noticeable edges compared to the 'Bicubic' one. This is because these downscalers are trained in a supervised way with the classification loss being considered. The retained edge information is helpful for making discriminative decisions. Also, note that the thumbnail image of ThumbNet is natural in color owing to the MM loss, whereas the image of 'W/o MM' is obviously yellowish because the color channels are more easily messed up when the MM loss is not utilized. The top-1 error rates of ThumbNet and 'W/o MM' are 17.32% and 17.90%, respectively, and their top-5 error rates are 4.98% and 5.26%, respectively. This shows that adding the MM loss does not deteriorate the network accuracy but produces more pleasant small images, which contain generic information that also benefits other tasks.
Does the Supervised Downscaler Generalize?
In order to verify that the ThumbNet downscaler is also useful apart from serving the specific inference network, we consider three different scenarios for applying our learned downscaler. Suppose that it is trained on the dataset A with the backbone network F . We have a new dataset A new and a different network F new . The three scenarios are as follows: (1) downscaling A to generate small images to train F new ; (2) downscaling A new to generate small images to train F ; and (3) downscaling A new to generate small images to train F new . Table 5 reports the results of these scenarios using the downscaler learned from the object recognition task with Resnet-18, which downscales an image by 4. In this case, the dataset A is Imagenet100; the network F is Resnet-18. We use Imagenet900 and Caltech256 [10] as the new dataset A new , and VGG-11 as the new network F new . The first two columns correspond to Scenario (1); the 3 rd and 4 th columns correspond to Scenario (2); the last column corresponds to Scenario (3), where we use the downscaler to generate thumbnail images for the dataset Caltech256, and use these thumbnail images to train VGG-11. The 1 st row shows the performance of the respective networks trained on the original-sized images, while the 2 nd row shows their performance when trained on the small images downscaled by bicubic interpolation. The 3 rd row shows the performance of the networks trained on the small images downscaled by our ThumbNet downscaler. We can see that the 3 rd row obviously outperforms the 2 nd row in all scenarios, indicating that our supervised downscaler tends to generalize to other datasets and other network architectures. In fact, it is very promising to see that in Scenario (3) when both the dataset and the network are new to the downscaler, it can still bring about significant gains compared to the bicubic naive downscaler, leading to the same top-5 error rate as the original network.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a unified framework ThumbNet to tackle the problem of accelerating run-time deep convolutional network from a novel perspective: the input image. Since reducing the input image size lowers the computation and memory costs of a CNN, we seek an inference network that can retain original accuracy when tested on one thumbnail image. Experimental results show that, with our ThumbNet, we are able to learn an inference network that dramatically reduces resource consumption without compromising recognition accuracy. Moreover, we have a supervised downscaler as a side product, which can be utilized for generic classification purposes, thus, generalizing to datasets and network architectures that it was not exposed to in training. This work can be used in addition to other methods for network acceleration or compression to speed up inference without incurring additional overheads.
